Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes
February 2019
ActiveM20.dll

6.4.119

03/06/2019

I1803043

Exposed additional functionality to the .NET modules and inventory
packaging distribution form.

I1901155

Activity Log view settings are now saved in the registry explicitly rather than
when the setting is changed.

02/07/2019

I1902053

Web Update now maintains the new activation code for the new interface.

03/06/2019

I1803043

Enhanced config to allow for the creation of package distribution information
when the related information on the excel sheet is filled out.
The systems currency symbol will now appear in the configurator's extended
price field instead of the dollar sign.

ActivityLog.ocx

6.4.26

03/06/2019

AdminTools.dll

6.4.54

Config.dll

6.4.171

I1901055

CreditNote.dll

6.4.121

03/06/2019

I1902067
I1902056

Added logic to support .NET Credit All function.
Changing the discount percent now correctly sets the discount amount.

I1901100

Item Vendor Details - With Invalid UOM Conversions integrity check will now
exclude discontinued items when validation.
Added additional columns to the InventoryConversionOrder tables, as well as
the InventoryConversionOrderDetailLinks and
InventoryConversionOrderPackaging tables.
Secured control entries for purchase order and service order have been
added.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.235

03/06/2019

I1803043

I1811001

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.140

02/27/2019

I1809087
I1602071
I1901193
I1902159

Altered Day end to integrate into Sage 50 UK version
To prevent multi-user issues in day end, the system will no longer allow
creation of ActiveM data objects under schemas other than dbo.
Added support to Auto Post GL entries upon inventory update for Seradex
Financials only.
Modified to update the file format of the MYOB GL batches to support the
latest versions of MYOB AccountRight (versions 2015-2018).
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Estimating.dll

6.4.156

02/13/2019

I1901315

6.4.157

03/06/2019

I1812200
I1808216
I1901249

Modified to ensure that multiple Customer Codes for a Customer/Item
combination does not cause any duplication of lines in the transaction.
Modified to reduce locking effects with Inventory.
The Costing Info tab has been updated to break down costs by estimate line.
The IsOrderContainsChargeItems function should now use the correct
variable.

ExcelBOMImport.dll

6.4.1

03/06/2019

I1901141

Improved base performance, added a setting to allow ignoring of the Harm
Code warning, and ensured new BOM creation will reset all related Item
Spec Master Copy flags.

03/06/2019

I1901180

When copying a transfer for a work order, ensure the Work order line
transfer qty validation is not copied over.

6.4.152

02/13/2019

I1901315

6.4.153

03/06/2019

I1901089

Modified to ensure that multiple Customer Codes for a Customer/Item
combination does not cause any duplication of lines in the transaction.
When in multi-shipment mode, the Sales Order combo will now load only
sales orders for the current invoice customer.
Modified to ensure that when updating inventory for a document completes
successfully, it's inventory updated flag is set before the SQL Transaction is
committed. This will ensure that no document can be fully processed without
the flag being set due to a connection failure.
Invoice enhanced to set VB6 Module lockout information on load.
Invoice enhanced to allow for inventory allocation.
The HasRackOrBin functions that are no longer necessary have been
removed from the form libraries.
The logic that det
Merged the incomplete invoice detail lines message with the approval
message.
Further improved performance for loading existing invoices.
Ensured that the system is passing the correct variable to the
GetItemTrackType function.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.89

Invoice.dll

I1901294

I1811235

I1901091
I1810166
I1901251

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.129

03/06/2019

I1809141

Modified to no longer round the quantity values with adding or editing a BOM
component.
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JobCosting.dll

6.4.78

03/06/2019

I1901022

I1810002
I1809181

I1902063

The Bid List grid's "Account" column width has been increased.
When adding a new line, the focus will be set to the new line account type
cell.
The "Accept" button on the Bid List tab will now attempt to save the
transaction when the transaction is in a modified state.
The "Accept" button will now warn the user and will not continue if there is no
"accepted" bid.
When creating a new estimate from the Bid List grid, the system will attempt
to save when the form is in a modified state.
The Opportunities transaction will now be appended to bid estimate
transaction that has been "accepted".
The Opportunity Details spread will no longer attempt to reload related data
every time the Opportunity Details tab lose and regain focus.
A new validation has been added to ensure that user cannot save when there
is a changed to the account where there are existing contract or change
order transactions.
For progress billing, in cases where estimate or sales order documents
cannot be created, a message has been added to state why.

MYOB.AccountRight.SDK.dll

6.4.2

02/27/2019

I1902159

Updated to latest version from MYOB to eliminate a connectivity issue with
recent versions of AccountRight.

03/06/2019

I1903030

Corrected issue related to the Scanned Document button not resizing
correctly.

I1811001

The purchase order form can now be setup to prevent deletion through
secured controls.

Modified to ensure that multiple Customer Codes for a Customer/Item
combination does not cause any duplication of lines in the transaction.
Rephrase some of the customer po number validation captions.
Selecting the "No" option for the prompt to change sales rep will now not
continue with the changes.
Enhanced to launch, create, and modify package distribution information.
Modified to reduce locking effects with Inventory.
The discount percent will now be loaded with ten decimal places when
selecting a line item.

POInvoice.dll

6.4.102

PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.123

03/06/2019

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.195

02/13/2019

I1901315

6.4.196

03/06/2019

I1901114
I1812052
I1803043
I1812200
I1902029
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Seradex.Accounting.MYOBLink.dll

6.4.6

02/27/2019

I1902159

Modified to reference the newest MYOB SDK library to eliminate a
connectivity issue.

I1803043

Added additional inventory allocation functionality.

I1902026
I1803043

Document Scanning functionality has been added.
Added PackagingDistribution Module activation.

I1901262

Resolved an issue where the master database connection could be
destroyed and cause errors by opening certain .NET forms.

I1902170

.NET Estimate and SalesOrder have been enhanced to handle loading query
changes from VB6 more robustly.

I1803043
I1901081

Added enhancements to controls
Data validation has been enhanced to allow use of VB6 spread cell aliases
for .NET Ultracombo cell keys. This has been set up for SpecID/ItemSpecID
and Comments/Comment, for .NET to VB6 respectively. This will need to be
worked through for all .NET forms and will require another ticket.
Additionally, Data Validation has been enhanced to prevent minor problems
with boolean fields being misrepresented as true.
Added a new grid formatting to support date time using the 24 hour format.

Seradex.ComComponents.dll

6.4.42

03/06/2019

Seradex.CommonServices.dll

6.4.45

03/06/2019

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.37

03/06/2019

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.1

03/06/2019

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.31

03/06/2019

I1806259

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.3

03/06/2019

I1902067
I1901089
I1811235

I1811184

Added logic to support .NET Credit All function.
Added the ability to track multi-shipment mode.
Added Container Management menu option.
.Net Invoice enhanced to set VB6 Module lockout information on load.
.NET Invoice enhanced to allow for inventory allocation.
The "Qty On SO" will now display correctly in .NET Invoice.
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Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.4

03/06/2019

I1901075
I1803043

Enhanced .NET Excel closure to confirm all workboks are closed and the
excel application is out of memory on module exit.
Added internal library functions.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.14

03/06/2019

I1810296

The process of transfering materials to a work order will now prevent transfer
in the scenario where a line was completed through another process before
this function was called.

I1901073

Fixed an issue where changing the List Price would not updated the
Extended Price in DBOX.
Fixed an issue with DBOX where the Extended Price would always be
rounded to zero decimal places.

Seradex.RestApi.dll

6.4.14

02/04/2019

I1902013

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.2

03/06/2019

I1901114
I1803043
I1902170

Customer PO validation has been added.
Enhanced to manage the packing distribution information during save and
load operations.
.NET Estimate and SalesOrder have been enhanced to handle loading query
changes from VB6 more robustly.

Seradex.Search.dll

6.4.75

03/06/2019

I1902119

Improved compatibility with SQL-2017.

I1902294

The quantity to stock will now be updated when the "Ship All" tools menu
gets executed.
NET Enhanced to use container functionality.
Shipping enhanced to handle the case where its connection is prematurely
destroyed.
The logic that determines when forms can enter inventory allocation has
been updated in .NET to conform with VB6 changes.

Seradex.Shipping.dll

6.4.3

03/06/2019

I1811235

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.7

03/06/2019

I1903032

Added Document Storage tab and functionality. Additionally, Resolved issue
where Document storage does not save correctly when simultaneously
saving a new order.
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6.4.7

03/06/2019

I1901080

The Document Storage tab has been recreated in .NET and added to .NET
Purchase Order.

Seradex.Win.DeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.22

03/06/2019

I1901246

Corrected issue when there is no default days setup for the shipping module,
the system will not load Delivery Schedule module correctly.

I1808216
I1901076

The Costing Info tab has been updated to break down costs by estimate line.
Enhanced Estimate in .NET to prevent modifying approved or readonly
Estimates through Config, Item Editor, Item taxes, or reload item defaults.
The ShipTo information will now be updated correctly.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.5

03/06/2019

I1902293

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.16

03/06/2019

I1811184
I1811235

I1902067
I1901089
I1901086
I1901087
I1901091

The "Qty On SO" will now display correctly in .NET Invoice.
Added Container Management menu option.
.Net Invoice enhanced to set VB6 Module lockout information on load.
.NET Invoice enhanced to allow for inventory allocation.
Added logic to support .NET Credit All function.
Added the ability to select mutlitple sales orders/shipments for one invoice.
Corrected issue where key down will cause an error if no document has been
selected.
Added logic to handle errors that occurred when opening and closing the
.Net form extremely fast.
Added logic to valid incomplete invoice detail lines and merged the message
together with the approval message.

Seradex.Win.OrderEntryFormLibrary.dll

6.4.0

03/06/2019

I1803043

Created the Package Distribution form. This form is intended to be used to
allow inventory on a single detail to be distributed to multiple Ship To
locations.

I1809141

Modified to display all Inventory and BOM quantities using the number of
decimal places specified for Inventory.

I1903032

Added Document Storage tab and functionality. Additionally, Resolved issue
where Document storage does not save correctly when simultaneously
saving a new order.

Seradex.Win.Production.dll

6.4.2

03/06/2019

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.22

03/06/2019
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6.4.22

03/06/2019

I1901080
I1901082
I1901081

The Document Storage tab has been recreated in .NET and added to .NET
Purchase Order.
Advanced Security has been added to the .NET purchase order form.
Data Validation has been added to the .NET purchase order form.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.21

03/06/2019

I1903032

I1902026

Added Document Storage tab and functionality. Additionally, Resolved issue
where Document storage does not save correctly when simultaneously
saving a new order.
Document Scanning functionality has been added.

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.7

03/06/2019

I1811235
I1901114
I1803043
I1902293

The logic that determines when forms can enter inventory allocation has
been updated in .NET to conform with VB6 changes.
Customer PO validation has been added.
Enhanced to launch, create, and modify package distribution information.
The ShipTo information will now be updated correctly.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.73

03/06/2019

I1901173

The connection of Telerik reports will now be correctly set when the report is
launched from a multi-company document opened from search.

I1811235

NET Enhanced to use container functionality.
Shipping enhanced to handle the case where its connection is prematurely
destroyed.
The logic that determines when forms can enter inventory allocation has
been updated in .NET to conform with VB6 changes.
The quantity to stock will now be updated when the "Ship All" tools menu
gets executed.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.7

03/06/2019

I1902294

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.68

03/06/2019

I1811001

The service order form can now be setup to prevent deletion through secured
controls.

I1803043

The Package Holders Maintenance form has been migrated to
sxMaintenance.dll for use elsewhere in the system.

ShipDetails.exe

6.4.22

03/06/2019
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Shipping.dll

6.4.143

03/06/2019

I1901263
I1811235

I1901294

Quantity shipped to date will now be updated when approving shipment using
the .Net form.
Invoice enhanced to set VB6 Module lockout information on load.
Invoice enhanced to allow for inventory allocation.
The HasRackOrBin functions that are no longer necessary have been
removed from the form libraries.
Modified to ensure that when updating inventory for a document completes
successfully, it's inventory updated flag is set before the SQL Transaction is
committed. This will ensure that no document can be fully processed without
the flag being set due to a connection failure.

SSReplace.dll

6.4.11

03/06/2019

I1810123

Item search and replace will now support sxSystem connection.

03/06/2019

I1803043

The Package Holders Maintenance form has been migrated to
sxMaintenance.dll. This form may now be launched through a button on the
'Package Types Setup' form if the user has either the advanced packaging or
packaging distribution modules activated.

03/06/2019

I1803043

Modified the Output sheet to allow Package Distribution Information to be
entered.

I1809087

Altered update accounts to properly import Customers, Vendors, and GL
accounts from the UK Version of Sage 50.
Added support to Auto Post GL entries upon inventory update for Seradex
Financials only.

sxMaintenance.dll

6.4.129

Template.xls

6.4.12

UpdateAcct.dll

6.4.72

02/27/2019

I1901193
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